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2022 Alliance Rv Paradigm 370FB $69,990
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Description 2022 Alliance RV Paradigm 370FB, Alliance RV Paradigm fifth wheel 370FB
highlights: Large Front Bath Half Bath Entry Bench/Coat Rack Pull-Out Fireplace
Storage Dual Recliner Love Seat Kitchen Island Two Awnings Whether you decide
to be a full-timer or a long-trip traveler, this Paradigm offers so many comforts
and conveniences you will love seeing nature while under the two awnings with
only a few steps to get back inside to rest and relax in your own spacious fifth
wheel! The large full bathroom might be the reason you decide to be a owner
because you will have a large 61" x 30" shower to get cleaned up in, linen storage,
and a walk-in closet with a hamper, shelves, and a space prepped for a
washer/dryer option. The bedroom allows you to sleep like a king and gives you
extra floor space with the two slides, and storage in the flip-top dresser and under
the seat, plus you can watch the Smart TV. The space saving sliding doors offer
style as well. The cook will love all the residential appliances, you can even
choose the residential refrigerator option. The kitchen island gives you a stainless
steel farm sink and a place to add a dishwasher option. The half bath is super
convenient just like the entry sitting bench/coat rack and closet. And you can
relax on the sleeper sofa or the dual recliner love seat. There is so much more to
see! With any Paradigm fifth wheel by Alliance RV, you will experience the next
generation advanced frame technology with heavy duty performance running
gear. The Benchmark chassis features solid steel 10" l-beam main rails with a 2"
torsion tube welded where the running gear attaches, drop frame storage area,
flush upper deck design, reinforced goose neck area and a Rota-Flex pin box. The
six-point hydraulic auto leveling is faster, stronger and quieter allowing you to
enjoy more time away, and the PVC roof is more puncture resistant, ultra bright
white and more solar reflective to help keep your fifth wheel cool. The triple
13,500 BTU A/Cs are ultra quiet, independently controlled direct flow A/C units
that maximize cooling capacity, plus the 40,000 BTU furnace has flex ducts
connected to formed ducts in the floor, and there are dedicated heat vents into
the basement and underbelly to keep the tanks and your gear cozy warm during
the cooler seasons. Choose luxury, choose convenience, choose to own the best,
a Paradigm!

Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 44352
VIN Number: 7M5FP4123NB202044
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 40
GVW: 16500
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Grand Rapids, Michigan, United States
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